
Operating Range:	 40 Hz to 18KHz
Beamwidth HF:	 90 x 60 degree constant directivity compression horn
FR:		 SPL 1 Watt 97dB Max SPL 120 dB SPL avg 8 ohm continuous power handling 220 W
LF:		 Max SPL 116 dB SPL avg 8 ohm continuous power handling 220 W
HF:		 Max SPL Switch setting (0) 118 dB, setting (1) 120 dB avg 8 ohm
                                        continuous power handling 100 W
Connections:	 Gold plated push terminals 
Dimensions:	 500 H x 360 W x 160 D mm
Weight:	 	 10 kg each

Spitfire Venue

Spitfire Venue

The Spitfire Venue is designed to fill the gap in bewteen loudspeaker design 
with a high aesthetic approach and loudspeaker design with extreme sound 
pressure level, coverage and in general the qualities only seen in high end 
professional systems. The Spitfire Venue design makes it ideal for use 
anywhere where the aesthetics is crucial i.e. bars/clubs, restaurants, 
boardroom and meeting rooms, or any other highly demanding PA application. 
The Spitfire Venue also fits well behind a dedicated, fixed cinema screen 
and is arguably, for its size, the most powerful full-range model in the 
Artcoustic range. It is equally at home in a high-end cinema systems, up 
to 2000cbm.The Artcoustic Venue is easily installed in an array for even 
larger rooms 3-4000cbm.  Anywhere, in fact, where the brief calls for a 
precision loudspeaker, capable of producing extraordinary sound pressure 
level, combined with professional grade specifiactions. 

The Spitfire Venue defies what has previously been possible in a 
compact loudspeaker design.

Spitfire Venue

2-way Full Range Monitor. 1 x 10 inch LF and MF unit, 1 x 1 inch 90 x 60 constant directivity 
compression horn.

Applications

2-channel stereo / mid field / fullspace studio monitoring
max SPL  1m 120dB max SPL 4m 110dB

Commercial Cinema, medium - large room, screening room 
max SPL 1m 120dB max SPL 4m 110dB

Restaurant - Bar - fixed installation - boardroom, auditorium 
max SPL 1m 120dB max SPL 4m 110dB

Cabinet colour

Black

Suitable
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Spitfire Venue Monitor
Note: All dimensions are in mm.
Artcoustic can not be held 
responsible for any wrong or 
missing dimensions.
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